
Coded Emails Between Epstein & Barclays CEO: "Snow White" and Brunel

SNOW WHITE CODE TERMS

Jes Staley reportedly exchanged 1,200 emails with Jeffrey Epstein in four years
•
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/nov/12/jess-staley-ex-barclays-boss-emails-jeffrey-
epstein-reports
Staley denies he used code words of course:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10199007/Ex-Barclays-boss-denies-using-snow-white-c
odewords-emails-Jeffrey-Epstein.html
• https://archive.md/WgCqw

Possible significance of “Snow White” in Emails:
• Verification that the ped0 elite are using coded language in their communications and emails
(as suspected with John Podesta and his gang)
• The alternative meanings/slang usages of “Snow White” may shed light on Staley, his sexual
deviancies, and what Epstein was able to provide (as well as what the media is keeping hidden
from us regarding Epstein’s syndicate)

Being as investigators are debating on whether or not “Snow White” is coded language, let’s see
if it’s mentioned in Urban Dictionary
• https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=snow%20white

To further explore the possible meanings and significance of the “Snow White” emails, let’s
revisit Jean-Luc Brunel:

JEAN-LUC BRUNEL UPDATES, HISTORY, & POSSIBLE RELEVANCE TO "SNOW WHITE"

New "Updates" - Brunel charged with Rape in France:
•
https://metro.co.uk/2021/09/17/jeffrey-epsteins-model-agent-friend-charged-with-rape-in-france-
15272281/?ito=article.desktop.share.top.twitter

----> Interestingly the article doesn’t really mention anything new from what I can
tell....didn’t the initial articles of his arrest from last year mention he was charged? This next
article does mention something additional though:

>>>https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-associate-jean-luc-brunel-charged-with-child-r
ape-in-paris

Interesting recent article here talking about Brunel and Gerald Marie’s brief collaboration in
2006...Marie being another modeling agency creep:

BRUNEL'S HISTORY:



Brunel has been accused for decades of sexual abuse, assault, and rape (see my video:
“Jean-Luc Brunel: A Refresher” on Bitchute)

In summary: Brunel became an international staple in the world of glamour and modeling after
he created Karin models
Eventually turned Karin models into the MC2 Modeling agency - the one Jeffrey Epstein funded
for the purpose of supplying underage girls
• 60 Minutes clip: https://youtu.be/CH8NAaPUvlo

----> Timestamp: 8:31 (Brunel begins)
----> Timestamp: 11:56 (girl meets Brunel/date rape)

Not only was Brunel a sexual abuser of underage girls, but he drugged and raped them:
•
https://www.reddit.com/user/MemoryHold/comments/qvcza3/did_these_new_epstein_emails_in
clude_coded/

Deposition Twitter Thread:
• https://twitter.com/lululemew/status/1148819748983123968


